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About This Game

Play ultra realistic tennis in the virtual world!
Experience playing tennis against increasing difficulty AI to beat the best of the best. Learn new skills and become a master of

your own.
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Title: TennisVR
Genre: Sports
Developer:
AbstractGameStudio
Publisher:
AbstractGameStudio
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space
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Sad, sweet tone, very interesting ideas in how the mechanics tie together with that, unfortunately the pacing is rough.. One of the
best ever made, ahead of its time.. lol one year and one day since we last heard from the developer.... Your character will look
like hes compensating for something but at least youll have pretty guns. While the plot is nothing special, and the upgrade
system doesn't do a good job of encouraging either variety or difficult optimization decisions, the game has some pretty cool
levels. The snake boss in particular is a highlight.. This reminded me of some text based games with the bonus of (drawings of)
hot guys.

Pros:
* There are sexual puns and innuendo which were fun.
* The artwork is very nice.

Con:
* There was a lot of going back and forth and I didn’t always have the right ideas which led to some of that back and forth for
me. Fortunately I found a walkthrough on YouTube by CinnamonToastKen that helped when I couldn’t figure out what I was
supposed to do.

Other:
* For me the ending was bittersweet.

TL, DR: This was a fun little game with hot guys and naughty puns.. if i save my game it keep on crashing. This game is alright,
but I can't see myself playing it for more than an hour total. This game may be more suitable for kids. The price isn't too high
for what it is, especially when I got it on sale for $ .89 USD. The steering for the penguin is done by moving your headset left or
right which would be better if you had the option to change it.

Here is a video of gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9MOsil_xJ7g
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there is a bug but i still like it. I am thoroughly enjoying this game. I had very little experience with rhythm games prior to this,
but I liked the style\/aesthetic of Synth Riders, so I decided to give it a try... and I'm very glad I did. The music and maps
complement each other well and are fun to play through multiple times. And on Expert Boxing Mode it provides a good
workout too. The music, visuals, and sound effects perfectly tie together in an 80's-retro-future theme.
At the time of writing this, Synth Riders is still Early Access, but it is already a solid experience and well worth buying in my
opinion.. Possibly the best Qix clone out there. Actually, I'd never heard of any Qix clones, 'til Lightfish, which is kind of
surprising when you consider how long Qix has existed...

Good graphics (if you like jellyfish-like critters, anyways), good music, seems to be mostly fair as far as the bounces go.

If, like me, you're old enough to remember and liked the original back when it was in arcades, this should scratch an itch you
probably didn't realize you had.. While a neat concept and fun to mess around for a few minutes the awkward nature of the
controls more so frustrate me then make it funny. I know most people really enjoy it but I just got bored.. For the kids that had
the original X-Box, this is your game. Whole 'lotta Aussie.
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